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CPRP Background and Purpose
• Maryland’s Climate Pollution Reduction Plan (CPRP)  

• Includes policies to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions 60% economywide by 2031

• Top-down approach to achieving economy-wide 
reductions across all sectors

• MDOT Climate Pollution Reduction Plan 
• Complementary sector-specific plan 
• Bottom-up approach to develop sector-specific 

strategies 
• Blueprint for reducing transportation sector GHG 

emissions

• Transportation emissions already reduced by 15% (from 
30.7 mmt CO2e in 2006 to 26.2 mmt CO2e in 2022)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Climate Solutions Now Act of 2022, or the CSNA, established several new requirements related to greenhouse gas emission reduction in Maryland. The CSNA revised the previous emission reduction goal established under the Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Act, or the GGRA, from a statewide of 40% reduction by 2030 to a 60% reduction by 2031 – both of these reductions being from a 2006 baseline. This 60% reduction is applied economywide, so some sectors that are easier to decarbonize (energy and electricity) may reduce by more than 60%, while other may reduce less than 60%.As part of the CSNA, Maryland Department of the Environment is required to develop and submit a plan by December that shows how to achieve the necessary 60% reduction in emissions. This new CSNA plan will replace the existing GGRA plan and is currently under development by MDE with support from the University of Maryland and several agency partners, including MDOT.MDOT is also developing a CSNA plan that is an appendix to the statewide plan, and is focused on the on reducing on-road transportation emissions.Outlines MDOT’s approach to support the CSNA goalsMaryland has been doing a lot to reduce GHG emissions from the transportation sector, for a long time already, however that this analysis shows that there are opportunities to further reduce emissions.Emissions have already been reduced from 30.72 in 2006 to 26.16 in 2022.



CPRP Structure and Modeling Outcomes
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Projected On-road Transportation 
Sector Emissions Reductions 

49%42%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strategies and policies analyzed were split into three categories:Standards & Current VMT Growth (SCVG), which encompasses projected VMT growth and vehicle standards through 2031. This includes federal GHG emissions standards as well as an EV market share consistent with meeting the SAFE rollbackStrategies in Progress (SP) include all state and MPO funded programs as well as EV market share projections consistent with recently enacted state policy. So, specifically, this include the implementation of the most recently adopted MPO plans and programs that yield lower VMT growth. It also includes all CTP funded and committed transportation projects, programs, and initiatives through 2031. And third, it includes an EV market share consistent with meeting Maryland’s adoption of Advanced Clean Cars II (ACC II)Potential New Initiatives (PNI) includes expanded and accelerated MDOT programs that are already possible to implement, but just require additional funding. It also includes new and innovative transportation technologies and partnerships.42% reduction in emissions from 2006 with strategies in progress49% reduction in emission from 2006 with PNI (7.45 mmt CO2e difference between 2031 SCVG and PNI)We included off-road strategies within our plan. They were not modeled, but were included to demonstrate our commitment beyond on-road strategies to support the overall economy-wide reductions. So, there will be additional reductions to transportation that are included. Our plan focused on on-road transportation emissions.



Transportation Sector Emissions Reduction Strategies
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Other strategies includes congestion mitigation, 
system efficiency, and other technology impacts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our approach is comprehensive, and we considered many different strategies.  41 total carbon reduction strategies were quantified and of the 7.45 mmt CO2e that we estimate based on all these strategies, 41% of the reductions come from transportation technology strategies, which are strategies that lower consumption of fossil fuel per mile traveled by promoting vehicle and alternative fuel technologies.Another 39% comes from VMT reduction strategies that reduce trips by carbon intensive modes of transportation by providing alternatives to single occupancy vehicles.And the remaining 20% comes from other strategies, which are mostly congestion mitigation strategies that improve reduce congested and unreliable travel to more efficient travel.Note: Sustainable Design, Materials, and Practices (i.e. off-road emissions) are included in the plan, but their emission reductions like advancing the use of sustainable construction materials and advancing clean energy are not quantified.



Example MDOT Strategies
Transportation Technology
• NEVI program RFP issued 1/16/2024 to design, build, operate, and maintain EV 

charging stations along Maryland’s designated Alternative Fuel Corridors
• 1.344 million EVs projected in 2031 (25% of all vehicles) due to ACC II and incentives 

for EV and EVSE

VMT Reduction
• $150 million restored to MDOT – thank you Governor Moore – to keep planned 

initiatives moving forward (e.g., $28 million restored to commuter bus funding and 
$26 million for locally operated transit)

Other Strategies
• CHART in 2022: 63,474 incident responses and disabled vehicle assists, reducing 

71,202 MT of CO2e
• Congestion reduction also has positive air quality and health impacts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To provide some specifics about the kinds of strategies that exist in each of these three categories, we have some recent examples.In terms of transportation technology strategies, MDOT’s NEVI program RFP was issued January 16th to design, build, operate, and maintain EV charging stations along Maryland’s designated Alternative Fuel Corridors. By increasing charging infrastructure, MDOT is prepared for the expected 1.344 million EVs projected for 2031 (which is 25% of all vehicles).VMT reduction strategies are those that either reduce the number of trips taken (e.g., TDM strategies), encourage consolidation of trips (e.g. carpooling), or lead to shifts to other mods (e.g. riding transit). Because Governor Moore has recently announced restoring budget cuts for MTA commuter bus and locally operated transit, more trips can be taken on transit. Overall, VMT reduction will be realized with investment in good, frequent, reliable service, longer term TOD work, and signs of ridership recovery, especially for WMATA.Finally, in terms of our other strategies that reduce congestion, CHART will continue to respond to incidents and disabled vehicles that will relieve congestion and reduce CO2e, while also yielding air quality and health benefits.



CPRP and MDOT’s Carbon Reduction Strategy

• FHWA’s Carbon Reduction Program will 
provide Maryland with $94 million in 
transportation formula funding over five years

• MDOT will be launching a project submittal 
process in early March to help accelerate the 
implementation of carbon reduction projects

• There will be upcoming stakeholder 
engagement opportunities shared through 
MDOT’s website

• MDOT will be revising the Carbon Reduction 
Strategy within the next year to align with the 
CPRP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talking point: the CRS was developed ahead of the CPRP so it was primarily based on existing strategies.  The update will be inclusive of additional policies/strategies outlined in the Maryland CPRP and the MDOT CPRP.  The timing will be after 2024 Legislative Session close.
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